
The Babicz FCH (Full Contact Hardware) Technology

The FCH saddle provides for vastly increased dynamic range, sustain, and pitch stability by utilizing Jeff 
Babicz's unique 'cam' saddle assembly, which replaces the conventional twin set screw system typically 
employed to transfer string resonance to the body of the guitar.

The design also allows for unprecedented adjustment and locking capabilities; after adjusting the extremely 
precise individual string height and individual string intonation settings, the entire saddle assembly then 
locks in place for total stability.
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String height or "action" can be set with far more precision, then fully “locked” into place. The "eCam” saddle 
allows for instant and precise "action" adjustments without ever adding space or air gaps between the saddle 
and the body of the guitar. Conventional string height action adjustment set screws are eliminated.  
 

This level of performance is simply not found on any other bridge system in the 
market, and is fully protected under U.S. Patent No. 8,525,008. 
 

                        
 
With the Babicz FCH design, the bridge saddle can never "sink" or "shift" while playing. Precise intonation 
adjustments are easily attained and secured into place. 

 

                                        
 

                              



Acceptance of the Babicz FCH Technology 

 
The Babicz FCH technology has already gained the enthusiastic acceptance of many of the music community's most 
esteemed artists. As the technology is applicable to virtually all guitar and bass bridges, FCH has been able to 
make an impact in nearly every genre of contemporary music. FCH is now used by renowned players in all styles, from 
Metal bands like Anthrax, Shadows Fall and Fates Warning, to Jazz and R&B legends like Spryo Gyra and Tower of 
Power, and Country icons Dierks Bentley and Parmalee. (please see the following small sampling of FCH artists)  
 

         
 
(l to r) Joey Vera (Fates Warning) Stuart Ziff (WAR) Jake Cinninger (Umphrey’s McGee) Scott Ambush (Spyro Gyra) 

 

   
 
(l to r) Matt Bachand (Shadows Fall) Aiden Bubeck (Miranda Lambert) Branden Campbell (Neon Trees) 

 

   
 
(l to r) Christian McAlheney (Anberlin) Marten Andersson (Lizzy Borden) Dallon Weekes (Panic! At the Disco) 

 

       
 
(l to r) Dink Cook (Toby Keith) Roine Stolt (Flower Kings) Julio Fernandez (Spryo Gyra) Cassady Feasby (Dirks Bentley) Billy Greer (Kansas) 

 
                              



 
 

One of the more significant converts to FCH is legendary bassist Jeff Berlin, who previously was recognized 
for establishing Leo Quann/ Badass as an industry standard, and now insists on Babicz FCH bridges 
exclusively. 
 

"I regard the Babicz Bass Bridge as the most important innovation to bass parts replacement 
in years. It is as important to your tone as pickups are. This bridge is revolutionary!"~ Jeff 
Berlin 
 

It is important to note that the Babicz FCH system has already gained acceptance in the industry, and no 
longer requires the tedious process of “championing” an unknown technology. FCH has achieved 
overwhelming acceptance among many of the most discriminating professional musicians and international 
artists.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Scope of the FCH Technology 
 

In addition to the ever growing list of artists, it is important to note that since its inception FCH has sold over 
ten thousand units globally to individual consumers, and to this date there is not a single instance of any 
returns due to customer dissatisfaction. The undeniable fact is that the FCH technology clearly addresses the 
player's needs and exceeds their expectations. 
 
As mentioned, the FCH saddle technology is applicable across nearly every conventional guitar and bass 
bridge design. We currently offer FCH in many of the most popular variations: Telecaster (single coil and 
humbucker), 6 Point Tremolo, 2 Point Tremolo, HardTail, Tune-O-Matic, 4 and 5 string bass (including 'string-
through-body' designs) and even in individual replacement saddles.  
 

    
 

    
 

 

    
 

 
 



What the pros say about Babicz “Full Contact Hardware”……………………….. 
 

 

“I have used various bridges over the years but when I put the Full Contact Hardware bridge on my 

bass, it's just beyond!  It delivers, the feel and the tone is right in the pocket. You won’t be 

disappointed!" ~Marten Andersson-Lizzy Borden, The Lynch Mob 

 

 

"As a bassist and luthier I am always keenly aware of what makes an instrument tick. I pay close 

attention to all the elements that make a great bass just that; a great bass. After installing the Babicz 

Full Contact Bridge, what struck me immediately, was the increase in volume of the bass un-

amplified! The body just seemed to vibrate more readily. Amplified, the tone is more focused, and 

more of the energy put into the plucked string is converted into sound. Also, as a luthier, I'm 

fascinated by design. The Babicz FCH is one of those of those designs that made me ask myself, "why 

didn't I think of that?!?!" I wish I had! ~Scott Ambush-Spyro Gyra 

 

"Love what the FCH has done to My P-Bass!!" ~Rodney O'Quinn, Pat Travers Band 

 

"Just got my Tele. Most amazing guitar I've ever touched (and I've had a couple). The bridge you 

have dreamed up in your sleep has taken a Custom Shop Tele to a level never obtained previously 

by anyone on this planet. It's simply amazing for palm muting and then when you release and roll 

back the volume on my Joe Barden's it turns into 407 different guitar tones that any human can 

chew. It enters the listeners soul and embeds itself forever !!! SICK !!! SICK !!! FullContact = 

SpitzContact = TeleContact = HumanContact !" ~Dan Spitz-Anthrax 

 

"I am really impressed with the performance of these Babicz bass bridges. The qualities in a good bass 

bridge for me are accurate intonation, adjustability, with a solid and reliable design. Also, I mute the 

strings with the edge of my hand at the bridge a great deal, so comfort is also important. There are 

no annoying sharp edges and aesthetically the bridges looks great too! I'm extremely happy with 

these Babicz bass bridges, and my Fender basses have never sounded better!" ~Dave Swift-Jools 

Holland, UK session artist 

 

"I have the Babicz Full Contact Hardware Tune-O-Matic on my new Legator....It has made a HUGE 

difference and I love the way it feels" ~Matt Bachand-Shadows Fall 

 

"I love Full Contact Hardware because it gives me more of a 'piano-like' feel for my bass.....it gives me 

more tone and mid-range frequency" ~Pancho Tomaselli-WAR, Philm, Tower of Power 

 

“Super solid design mixed with quite a few options makes this bridge a force to be reckoned with! This 

thing is super stable with every adjusting element locking in place. It’s road worthy, and studio 

worthy.” ~Joey Vera-Fates Warning, Armored Saint  

 

"I LOVE the addition of these new saddles! They make my guitar sing like Pavarotti!" ~Jake Cinninger-

Umphrey’s McGee 

 

"The Babicz bass bridge is compatible with my Fender basses, and all the adjustments lock. Super 

solid, and it has a great tone. Keep up the good work!"  ~Jesse Stern-Jordyn Sparks 

  

"Hey Jeff, Wow!! what a difference the Full Contact Hardware Bridges have made on my MIJ 

Telecaster and MIC Jagmaster. Its like night and day. Both the tone and feel of the guitars are 100% 

better now. Awesome,Thanks Dudes!! " ~Eddie "Fingers" Ojeda-Twisted Sister 

 



"These bridges give me setup control, sustain, and tone that ha ve brought my guitars to life!" ~Je� 
Harper - Love and Theft  
 
"This bridge is ROCK SOLID!!!"  ~John Regan -Peter Frampton, Four by Fate  
 
"I �nd that the Full Contact Hardware really captures the complete tone of my P -Bass....all of the 
subtleties and tonal f eatures come alive with this technology, and the stability is far superior to any 
other hardware on the market!"  ~Vinc e  Leggiere - Murali Coryell, Joe Lewis Walker  
 
"I am delighted and impressed, great sound and great product.....I believe in this technology  and 
want to replace saddles on all guitars I have...."  ~Ted Turner -Wishbone Ash  
 
"My Full Contact bridges are outstanding. They add extra articulation and clarity to my basses which 
allows me to push myself to my limits and still hear every nuance. Very c ool modi�cation for any 
bass." ~ Sean O’Bryan Smith, Nashville touring and session artist and award winning �lm score 
composer  
 
 
"I love this bridge! I put it on my '58 P -Bass Reissue road axe and it de�nitely sounds fatter now than 
my authentic '58. It also seems more resonant than I remember it being. Probably because it is! : -) 
Everyone I showed the bridge to remarked about the brilliant design. The cam thing is especially way 
cool." ~Lance Hoppen - Orleans  
 
"I just got to play my second and third gig with the new FCH. It sounds really great. There's wonderful 
sustain on the bass! Like Nigel said in "Spinal Tap", "you could go away  for a bite and come back and 
it would still be ringing". ~Billy Greer - Kansas  
 
“These bridges are game changing. I can't have a bass without one. I love them!”  ~Dallon Weekes -
Panic! At the Disco  

“I have 3 basses going out w me on the “SWAY” tour - they all  have FCH bridges! :) pretty cool.”  
~Matt Novesky - Blue October  
 
"Installed the bridge last night and love it! It's changed the tone and feel of my bass in a very subtle 
but good way that I can't really describe except for now if feels and sounds "more expensive". ; -) It's 
also had an e�ect that I was not expecting, and that was to improve the �ne intonation in the higher 
register. I've had a very subtle and elusive intonation problem with that bass ever since I got it and 
have even taken it into a rea lly talented luthier here in Sacramento who made it better, but it still 
bugged me a little bit up really high, in that 18th - 20th fret range. . .always seemed slightly out of 
tune and "chorus -y" even though it scoped out in tune. Anyway, I put the Babicz  on there and 
problem solved instantly! That high D just rings out pure and clean now. Another unexpected result is 
that I have been able to lower my action a little bit more than I could before. I know. . .this doesn't 
make sense to me why a bridge would allow me to do that, but I'm not complaining….I think the 
feature that I love the most, though, is that every place that can be adjusted can also be locked 
down. No more adjustment screws loosening up and messing up my intonation or string height. Yay! 
Plus it looks awesome. ; -) Thanks for inventing a great product!! Cheers”  ~Dave Meros - Spocks Beard  
 
“Babicz Full Contact Hardware provides more sustain than Viagra and Enzyte combined!  ~Cassady 
Feasby - Dierks Bently  
 
 
 To purchase Babicz FCH hardware, please contact sales@sporthitech.com


